Dream Wave Speaker Instructions
Your Dream Wave waterproof Bluetooth speaker is engineered to supply high quality sound in your spa
environment. Your speaker is charged at the factory and should be ready to use.
Installing the speaker.
Figure 2
Hook the speaker over the lip of the spa as
shown in figure 2.

Power up the speaker.
Hold the power button down for five full seconds to
turn the speaker on. The speaker will make a beeping
sound as it powers up.

Connecting to your Bluetooth device.
Connect your Bluetooth device to the speaker. The
name will show “SY-001”. When you’ve successfully
connected your device to the speaker, you will hear a
beeping sound.
If you decide to connect a new device to the speaker, make sure the previously paired device is out of
range or Bluetooth is turned off. The Dream Wave speaker will not pair to a new device until it is
disconnected from the previous one.

Playing the speaker.
To increase or decrease the volume, press and maintain the + or - skip/volume button.
To skip to the next or previous song, momentarily press the + or - skip/volume button.
To pause the music press the play/pause button once. Press once again to resume.
The phone-shaped hands-free-calling button activates Siri/Google Voice in addition to answering and
ending calls.

Power off the speaker.
Hold the power button down for five full seconds to turn the speaker off. The speaker will make a
beeping sound as it powers down.

Charging.
Charge the speaker by connecting to any device that has a USB port, such as a computer. Remove the
speaker from the spa and take it to the charging device. Locate the charging cable that is supplied with
the speaker. Carefully flip the rubber power-supply cover (Figure 1). Connect one end of the charging
cable to the speaker and the other end to the USB port on your charging device. A red light will come on
indicating your speaker is charging. The red light will turn off when your speaker is fully charged. This
should take about three hours. After it is charged, unplug the charging cable and make sure to
completely close the rubber power-supply cover before using the device on the spa. A full charge
should last for about six hours of use.
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